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Flashing roundtable
Debate: During last month’s EU PVSEC event, representatives from leading solar
simulator providers met to address the development of new standards for the flashing
of bifacial cells. However, it is not the only technological challenge facing these
equipment providers, who in some ways hold the key as to what cell and module
manufacturers can charge for the output from their production lines. pv magazine
brought together Vahid Fakhfouri, the head of R&D at Meyer Burger’s Technology and
Product Center for Measurement Technologies (Pasan), Klaus Ramspeck, the head
of Product Development at Halm, and Torsten Brammer, the cofounder and CEO at
Wavelabs to discuss this and more in the second part of a special series of equipment
roundtable discussions.

pvm: There’s no denying that an expansion in both cell and
module manufacturing capacity is underway and that new
cell technologies are being employed. What do you make of
the market for PV production equipment suppliers?
Meyer Burger (MB), Vahid Fakhfouri: Over the last six
months we have seen all of the traditional key players in the
market going through expansions, not just in their own country but also abroad. We also see some newcomers entering the
market. These are the companies that are trying to bring new
technologies and new ideas in order to make it through this difficult market. These are the two distinct trends that we are seeing which bring with them different and new challenges for the
manufacturers of solar simulators.
pvm: How do these capacity adds and newer entrants impact
on the supply of flashing equipment? Does it favor in any
way European or U.S. suppliers?
Halm, Klaus Ramspeck: We have seen over this year the diver-
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sification of manufacturing that Vahid from Meyer Burger mentioned, and this is in terms of technologies and also in terms of
different players on the market.
I believe this favors high quality products as the industry
becomes more mature, and as manufacturing operations grow
outside of China it does favor European equipment manufacturers, as outside of China we have not seen such a strong role
for the Chinese suppliers. Still, the major expansions take place
in China or are at least driven by Chinese companies.
pvm: What kind of space is there for newer technologies
and approaches within the flashing and testing segment at
present?
Wavelabs (WL), Torsten Brammer: Wavelabs is a new player in
terms of the light engine. Wavelabs is exclusively selling LEDbased light sources. The traditional manufacturers are showing
interest in LED light engine technology but also new entrants
with innovative technology approaches.
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pvm: With a more diverse geographical manufacturing
landscape there come challenges for flasher suppliers like
yourselves. How are you meeting those challenges?
MB: The main expansions are mainly taking place in China,
as Klaus Ramspeck from Halm mentioned. The main Chinese manufacturers are also expanding operations abroad and
they require comparative and highly accurate measurements
at their different sites in the different countries into which they
are expanding.
Manufacturers also require a higher degree of automation in
terms of measurement processes. For example, we have customers requiring measurement systems and user-friendly software
interfaces in order for their operations to perform very accurate measurements after a short period of training. To this end
we need to bring a lot of know-how in measurement technology
and processes with our simulators from light source through to
software. We are providing measurement know-how in order to
enable these operators to perform reliable measurement with a
minimum of variability and with maximum automation. That
was the beginning of our new concept of measurement processes that Meyer Burger’s Measurement Technologies Center
introduced in 2014, and things clearly are developing in that
direction.
pvm: Can you provide me some more detail on what you
mean with the measurement process system that Meyer
Burger rolled out in 2014?
MB: I suppose it can be compared to gearboxes. There are suppliers that provide high performance gearboxes but they require
experienced drivers. Today the customers are also requiring
high performance gearboxes but they have less experienced
drivers, so automatic gearboxes must be provided. This analogy could be applied to the area of solar simulation.
pvm: Is there still intense price competition between
suppliers?
Halm: There is certainly some price competition, but we as
Halm sell our products largely on quality rather than on price,
this is not so hard for us. Generally the price competition from
low-cost producers is simply on another level when it comes
to quality.
MB: This is true. The main pressure is not on price but rather on
quality. The customers who purchase their first systems from us
are sensitive to price and quality, and then service sells the second and third systems to those customers. What has changed
over time is that manufacturers are increasingly insisting on
total cost of ownership and they want that to be reduced rather
than the sales price. Manufacturers also require more technical
support and know-how exchange than in the past.
pvm: I imagine that there are pretty significant barriers to
entry when introducing a pure LED light source into the
market. How open do you find established manufacturers
are to relatively new technologies?
WL: We have observed that the established players and new
entrants alike are interested in our technology. You have to
remember that the solar simulator measures the most important parameter in PV, which means that manufacturers are
sometimes hesitant to change suppliers. Manufacturers cer-
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tainly want to go through a test phase before LED-simulators
are going to become established in the market. At Wavelabs
we cannot look back on such a long history as both Halm and
Meyer Burger can, so we are in a different phase. We are currently in the test phase with various suppliers. We expect repeat
sales in early 2016.
pvm: Following on from that, if service, know-how exchange
and training is such an important part of the supplier and
manufacturer relationship, does that present a challenge to
you as a newer, smaller entrant into the market?
WL: Right from the start our strategy was to work in partnership with local partners for sales and service. We have always
qualified sales and service personnel in the markets that Wavelabs is currently addressing. We have some who travel the
world, but for 24/7 service we always have someone locally who
is available and they are our local partners. That is important
to have because solar simulators are production tools and long
downtimes can simply not be afforded by producers.
pvm: We’ve seen in other parts of the solar equipment market relatively new arrivals increasingly vying for market
share. This is particularly true of Asian suppliers. Is this also
the case for the flasher or solar simulator space?
MB: I think Klaus from Halm might have some good input on
that topic.
Halm: I think that there are some suppliers from China that do
deliver quite a lot of products such as table flashers. But generally there are not so many suppliers jumping into the market
and putting a lot of pressure on price.
pvm: Why do you think that is the case?
Halm: Because quite sophisticated electronics and procedures
are required to have a very good flashing and testing system. At
this critical point of testing cells this is even more important.
Because of this it is not so easy to enter the market with something that is not really finished or fine-tuned. Manufacturers
look for reliable quality for testing their end product.
pvm: IEC standards do continue to play an important role in
PV production and deployment. How do the IEC standards
pertaining to the flashing space meet the needs of both manufacturers and equipment suppliers?
WL: Everybody on this roundtable knows that the IEC standard
for solar simulators had its value in the past and set a certain
standard, but it is outdated right now. With improvements in
lighting technology and also with the higher sophistication of
our customers, the industry demands higher standards, which
are required for accurate and precise measurements. That holds
for both xenon and LED. With the entry of LED lighting into
the space, some aspects like spectral homogeneity, for example,
are not yet covered in the standards.
pvm: Why is it that homogeneity is important with LED
light sources?
TB: Homogeneity was always important. Xenon lamps are point
sources so there is a fairly even distribution of all of the different colors to match sunlight. With LEDs there are many point
light sources so the aspect of spectral homogeneity – so how all
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Ramspeck: “This [busbarless contacting] solution is working well and its
major advantage is that is it very comparable to a standard contacting so it
does not really require a lot of large changes on the contacting chuck.”

Meyer Burger’s PCBTouch employs a dense wire grid that contacts the cell
making a vacuum redundant. It picked up an Intersolar award this year.

of the different colors are mixed – is a totally new thing that the
current IEC standard does not address.
MB: I agree with Torsten from Wavelabs in that IEC standards
are not following the evolution of solar simulators. On the other
hand there is also a real need for IEC standards for new PV technologies. One good example that Klaus from Halm and myself
are very familiar with is the case of bifacial PV devices. There is
no existing standard to measure bifacial devices and as the PV
market relies on IEC standards for the regulation of the financial exchanges, then it is difficult for the manufacturers of bifacial devices to place a market value on the technology they are
producing (pv magazine 04/2015).

turer of equipment using LED lighting you are more sensitive to
what needs to change in the standards – and I fully agree with
Torsten on this. I am not sure that the experts involved in the
establishment of the standards are fully aware of and sensitive
to the needs of the new challenges and the new technologies.

In order to have a new standard, it can take up to three years
and for a fast evolving field like PV, three years is definitely too
long and procedures need to be simplified.
Halm: Everybody begins with IEC standards when it comes to
quality requirements, however today everybody goes beyond
the standards. This is certainly not what is meant by the standards when it comes to defining the quality of the systems.
Therefore an adaptation of the spectral match, the inclusion of
methodology for bifaciality, and further work on a number of
different points needs to be done when it comes to standards.
This is really an urgent case because there are many new technologies that are evolving and which bring up new requirements of the standards.
pvm: What can be done to accelerate the process of evolving
and bringing the standards up to date?
MB: My desire is that new actors in the standards process
should get involved. Traditionally PV was a technology in laboratories and in the academic area. So all of the experts were
from academia and they wrote the first standards and they did
a great job. Now PV is highly industrialized and we have big
industrial actors, but not many of them have representatives
in the work groups that are writing the standards. So the real
needs of the industry, and it is an industry, it is no longer a scientific field, are not really taken into account.
In terms of the example that Torsten from Wavelabs mentioned
regarding LED light sources, of course if you are a manufac-
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pvm: We’ve spoken a lot about LED technology and indeed
Meyer Burger has deployed a hybrid LED/xenon approach
for the measurement of high capacitance cells (pv magazine 12/2014). Does this approach at least indicate that the
purely binary argument of LED versus xenon may in fact be
subsiding?
MB: We fully believe in that. Actually the concept of a hybridized xenon and LED solution that we developed came as a result
of the need to have a measurement of highly capacitive cells.
And we believe it was a very good solution. But we also believe in
LED technology, as Wavelabs has said, and are currently developing a fully-LED module tester. This tester is in the final stages
of development this year. What I do believe is that both LED
and xenon technologies have advantages and disadvantages,
and either combined together in a hybrid simulator or in different products they can be complementary and cover the needs
of the market.
KR: We do have a different view on this issue. At Halm, we
do not see the need for hybrid solutions just to deliver longer
flash pulses to measure high capacitance cells. Halm has its
own solution for this, measuring a hysteresis in one single flash,
combined with a special parameter free evaluation procedure,
which allows us to measure high capacitance without the need
for a steady state simulator but with highest level of accuracy.
On the other hand we see that a hybrid solution poses some new
problems and introduces new error sources into the system.
Going up to very long light pulses also introduces some problems with the heating of cells and in manufacturing throughput (pv magazine 09/2015).
pvm: Are LED light sources something that Halm will continue to evaluate?
Halm: Certainly Halm is investigating LED technology as well,
but we do not yet see a very large advantage when compared
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with a very good xenon light source. Whenever the transition
is made from one light source to another that requires a large
number of light sources, it poses new demands, particularly
on the surveillance and stability of these kinds of light sources.
That’s most probably why all LEDs were merged into one light
source in the approach of Wavelabs. With a number of smaller
light sources, it increases the risk that one of these could fail,
introducing a high level of complexity.
On the other hand there are other advantages to LED light
sources, which are, from our perspective, the adjustable spectrum and the generally high lifetime of the source. But for good
solutions, including the infrared part of the spectrum, very
good LED technology is required and a lot of different wavelengths are also required. This means that LED systems are not
reducing in cost as much, if the quality that a xenon light source
already has is to be maintained.
WL: The first product from Wavelabs currently running in 24/7
production has been in place for more than two years, and there
have been no failures. The full spectrum using this light source
still has its full spectral power. In terms of failure rate, Wavelabs
can assure customers that the product is not prone to problems.
pvm: What role has the evolution of LED technology itself
had on this relationship? Are LEDs getting better?
WL: It’s just a natural move. When I learned to drive a car it
used to have very simple headlights and then suddenly there
were halogen lights with higher power, then xenon lights that

were even better and while I have a fairly old car now, if I was
to buy a new one I am fairly sure that it would have LED-based
light sources (laughs).
pvm: Was this the thinking at Meyer Burger also?
MB: I fully agree with Torsten from Wavelabs and I would like
to add that while LEDs do have the reputation as having aging
problems, it is very easy for me to believe what Wavelabs has
reported about the lifetime of its simulator. This is because at
Meyer Burger we have also performed accelerated aging tests
here where we have simulated five years of continuous 24 hour
flashing and until now there is no considerable drift.
LEDs also open up new opportunities on the measurement
market. With the monitoring of the LEDs we can imagine having in-line partial spectral response measurements, to see the
deviation within production lines and to see the deviations in
process on the line, without having to be forced to send the
modules for very expensive spectral response measurements.
Another important factor for customers with high throughput
is the very low cost of ownership with LED-based solar simulators. LED simulators used to be very expensive but this has
changed and even today the sales price is competitive with standard simulators – in terms of total cost of ownership it is not
comparable – it is another world.
pvm: What is behind this shift in terms of total cost of
ownership?
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may impact the measurement result of standard cells and particularly half cut cells.
Halm: I agree with this, that this could potentially arise with
various thin film technologies, where cell dimensions are very
different from typical standard c-Si concepts.
TB: This is again an important contributor to why the industry
must consider these problems and why Wavelabs spent a lot of
time thinking about these potential problems when designing
our solar simulator.

The touch screen, smartphone-like GUI allows easy control of WAVELABS’
LED solar simulator, the German startup claims.

MB: This is due to the fact that lines do not have to be stopped
for xenon flash tubes to be replaced. It is also because the lifetimes, especially if the LEDs are not used continuously but in
flash mode, are so high that they can be compared with the lifetime of the simulator itself!
There are also advantages when it comes to manufacturing footprint, which can also be reduced due to LED solar simulators.
pvm: How does market share play out in terms of LED versus
xenon at present?
MB: I guess the majority of market share is xenon.
WL: I would say that well above 90% is still supplied by xenon
technology. I would say that right now the PV industry is in the
very initial phase of LEDs replacing xenon.
Halm: I would agree that market share for xenon is very high at
present. In cell production xenon market share is probably well
above 90%, however there are LED-based table flashers for modules, so I am less sure of xenon’s dominance there.
pvm: Half-cut cells are beginning to come on to the market, being incorporated into some award winning module designs, such as from REC with its TwinPeak Series
modules. Does this present a challenge for solar simulator
technology?
Halm: I don’t see half cells posing large problems from a flashing perspective. For xenon light sources, as we mentioned earlier, with one single light source there is continuous distribution of intensity and spectrum, whether there are half or full
cells does not change a lot. We already have some systems in
production for modules incorporating half cells, and we don’t
see any difficulties.
WL: The aspect of color mixing is very important, even more
so if cells become smaller. If the color from the different sets
of LEDs is not mixed properly, this could become a problem.
If several LEDs are combined and if a spectral lens is not used –
Wavelabs does use such a lens system I should say – then there
might be a red center, a blue corner and green corner, and this
is problematic. So with a simple LED approach such a problem
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pvm: Another technology trend that can present challenges
for solar simulator providers is the contacting of cell concepts such as five busbar technology, busbarless, metal wrap
through (MWT) or IBC cells. What is being done to meet
these challenges?
MB: Undoubtedly these are the hot topics in terms of contacting. At Meyer Burger we have our GridTouch concept, which
was sold and successfully implemented in laboratories and in
production. We have a new generation of tools based on PCB
technology, called PCBTouch.
This enables the contacting of IBC cells and MWT cells. It is
also easier for this new technology to be adapted to any type of
backside metallization design. This is appreciated when manufacturers are in the process development phases for back surface metallization. To be able to adapt quickly to a new design,
with PCBTouch, it is a matter of a new PCB design and a few
days for delivery.
Halm: At Halm we have five busbar solutions and to meet the
challenges there, such a grid resistance measurements. Halm
also offers a solution for busbarless cell contacting, which
is quite new and just going into production right now along
with the first laboratory applications. This solution is working
well and its major advantage is that it is very comparable to a
standard contacting so it does not really require a lot of large
changes on the contacting chuck. Along with this Halm does
offer back contact chucks, which can be adapted to the customer’s needs.
pvm: Where would you describe where the global industry
is at in terms of quality assurance? Are we, as an industry,
heading in the right direction?
Halm: Quality in terms of I-V testing is heading down the right
track because producers are looking for high levels of repeatability and comparability. However, quality testing in terms of
everything beyond pure I-V testing is somewhat lacking. So
additional quality steps, such as electroluminescence (EL) testing measures, and infrared measurements for shunt detection,
are still not so widespread within the industry.
WL: I agree with Klaus from Halm. At Wavelabs we see a large
spread in how manufacturers monitor and take care of internal processes, such as how to make sure that the calibration of
the solar simulator is managed.
MB: In addition to all of this, a lot of progress has been made
in terms of STC measurements with very high quality flashers
but for non-standard test conditions the progress has not been
as good. Everybody in the market knows that these non-standard test conditions are necessary for the prediction of kWh
generation, which is what investors are looking at, at the end
of the day. S


Roundtable chaired by Jonathan Gifford
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